SEATTLE THEATRE GROUP is grateful for the performing and teaching artists, nonprofit partners, volunteers, and financial contributors whose generosity and talent support our work to engage diverse audiences with a range of artistry and arts education experiences.

Our 2017-2018 season was truly extraordinary, presenting more shows, selling more tickets, and reaching our largest audience ever. We kept our historic theatres thriving with concerts, beloved musical productions, anticipated new works (including HAMILTON), and presentations of innovative artists from around the world. And, we continued expanding access to education and cultural opportunities for youth and adults of all ages. Your support and involvement helped to make it all possible.

STG is deeply committed to connecting a broad audience to the joy and benefits that the arts provide. THANK YOU for supporting our work to create enriching arts experiences, engage our community, and steward historic theatres!
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STG’s extensive roster of programs serves all ages with a continuum of service and lifelong arts engagement in mind. In 2018, we marked the following program anniversaries:

**5TH ANNUAL NIGHTS @ THE NEPTUNE**

STG creates community space by opening the doors of The Neptune at no cost to local artists and presenting works that address race and social justice.

**10TH ANNIVERSARY OF DANCE FOR PD®**

Free dance classes created for adults affected by Parkinson’s disease. Developed by the Mark Morris Dance Group and offered locally through a partnership with NW Parkinson’s Foundation, the program brings the health and social benefits of dance to community centers throughout the region.

**20TH ANNUAL DANCE THIS**

DANCE This brings together young and adult performers from diverse communities for collaboration and to share their cultures through the art of dance.

---

From its early days as a silent movie palace to its current role as a bustling performing arts venue, The Paramount has a rich legacy that connects today’s audiences to the Seattle’s cultural history.

A crucial aspect of STG’s mission is to ensure the vitality of the historic Paramount (1928), Moore (1907), and Neptune (1921) Theatres. With support from the M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust, we completed a comprehensive assessment of the landmark buildings in our care—identifying over $24 million in basic preservation needs and required maintenance. This does not include anticipated capital improvements that will ensure excellent service to our diverse community. The unprecedented success of our 2017-2018 season, including generous contributions, will help us meet the ongoing, critical needs of our aging theatres and sustain them for future generations.

---

**IN 2018, THE PARAMOUNT THEATRE TURNED 90!**
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